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were to pull, or refrain from pulling, this lever or that or the other.
In these expert 'preparatory studies' and 'annotated agenda3 En-
lightened Self-interest was incarnate in printer's ink and paper.
Yet the most that the Goddess could accomplish in this avatar was to
confirm the Aristotelian aphorism that 'the Intellect in itself moves
nothing'.1 The statesmen's task was to transform the abstract
Intellect into wisdom in action ; and at these two world-conferences
they utterly failed to perform this feat of spiritual alchemy. Try as
they would, they found themselves unable to carry the vital element
of enlightenment over from theory into practice in the pagan atmo-
sphere which they and their constituents breathed. In the passage
from paper to life, the enlightenment invariably faded out ; in going
into action, self-interest went blind; and the slag-heap of unen-
lightened behaviour which these operations inexorably piled up was
as obstructive, an<f potentially disastrous, as those mountains of
mineral which had been accumulated in 1924 in the German industrial
area of the Ruhr during the French military occupation.2
In this tragic situation there was one peculiarly ironic, and at the
same time partially* encouraging, feature. In A. p. 1933 it could
already be seen in retrospect that the confutation of the modern
Western version of the cult of Humanism had been self-inflicted, and
that this self -confutation was a consequence of the very success, up
to a point, of the enterprises that had been undertaken in the idol's
name. The demoniac Western effort to wrest into Man's hands the
mastery of his material environment had had the effect of putting
an unprecedentedly powerful material 'drive' into the human rela-
tions of men with one another, without introducing any simultaneous
change into these relations in respect of their intrinsic moral content
and character. Morally, these human relations, as the Machine Age
overtook them and physically keyed them up, were an amalgam —
inherited from the past — of good and evil ; but traditional social evils
which had not been quite intolerable or quite fatal to Mankind under
the old low-powered material dispensation, became oiow destructive
when their material effect was suddenly and vastly enhanced ; and
Mankind was thus abruptly called upon to pluck these ancient evils
out of its body social and cast them away, or else expose itself to be
mortally stricken by them. The enhancement of the material effects
brought out the intrinsic but hitherto latent moral wickedness of
certain traditional practices; and thus the pagan philosophy of
Enlightened Self-interest, in its practical application, unintentionally
1 Aidvoia S'avn) ovdev tcwd, aAA' 7) eve/fa rov Kal irpaKTiictf' avrvj yap Kal rifc iroiyTiKys apx^t.
(Aristotle: Ethics 1139 A-B.)	3 See the tiurveyfor 1924, pp. 282 seqq.

